ChromaQuartz, part of the Quartz EP High Performance Flooring System, is a blend of finely graded natural sand, binders, and iron oxide pigments. The result is a broadcast or trowel down seamless flooring system that offers a beautiful and durable non-slip surface. The brilliant array of colors can be used singly or in blended combinations to produce a vast palette of choices sure to match any decor or theme.

When used with Increte’s High Performance Epoxy or Euclid Chemical’s Duraltex Epoxies, ChromaQuartz provides an FDA compliant floor that is also highly chemical resistant and very low maintenance.

APPLICATIONS
Restaurants
Kitchens/Food Prep Areas
Retail/Commercial Outlets
Garages/Auto Body
Machine Shops
Locker Rooms/Showers
Restrooms
Manufacturing Plants
Schools
Medical Offices
Hospitals
CHROMA-QUARTZ
Pigmented Quartz for Resin Flooring

Available in a Broad Array of Colors

Black  Blue  Buff
Chocolate  Gray  Cayman Green
Plum  Green  Peach
Red  Smoke  Tan
Teal  White  Yellow

Colors may be Mixed in Combination for Unlimited Possibilities!

All information herein including coverage rates, colors, etc. are approximations subject to change and should be verified by reviewing Technical Data Sheets.